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Abstract: In this paper, we construct a cocylindrical object associated to two coal-

gebras and a cotwisted map. It is shown that there exists an isomorphism between

the cocyclic object of the crossed coproduct coalgebra induced from two coalgebras

with a cotwisted map and the cocyclic object related to the diagonal of the cocylin-

drical object.
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1 Introduction

Getzler and Jones[1] introduced a method to compute the cyclic homology of smash product

algebrasAoG, whereG is a group that acts on an algebraA by automorphisms. This method

is based on constructing a cylindrical object A♯G, and shows that ∆(A♯G) ∼= C•(A o G),

where ∆ is the diagonal and C• the cyclic object functor. Then by using the Eilenberg-

Zilber theorem for cylindrical object, they obtained a quasi-isomorphism of mixed complexes

∆(A♯G) ∼= Tot•(A♯G) and a spectral sequence converging to HC•(AoG). This method has

been used to computer the cyclic homology of some types of algebras in [2–4].

From the perspective of duality, it is necessary to consider the cocyclic structures of

some coalgebras. It is the starting point of this paper to construct the cocyclic structures

of crossed coproducts with invertible cotwisted maps, of which twisted smash coproducts in

sense of Wang and Li[5] are special cases.
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This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the basic concepts of cocylin-

drical objects. Then crossed products with cotwisted maps are discussed in Section 3. The

key content of this paper is to construct cocylindrical objects in Section 4. Finally, It is

shown that there exists an isomorphism between the cocyclic object of the crossed coprod-

uct coalgebra A×T B and ∆(A♮TB) the cocyclic object related to the diagonal of A♮TB In

Section 5.

2 Cocylindrical Objects

Let us recall cocyclic objects. If A is any category, a paracocyclic object in A is a sequence

of objects A0, A1, · · · together with coface operators ∂i : An → An+1 (i = 0, 1, · · · , n+ 1),

codegeneracy operators, σi : An → An−1 (i = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1) and cyclic operators τn :

An → An, where these operators satisfy the cosimplicial conditions and the following extra

relations:

τn+1∂
i = ∂i−1τn, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τn+1∂

0 = ∂n,

τn−1σ
i = σi−1τn, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, τn−1σ

0 = σnτ2n.

If, in addition, τn+1
n = idn, then we have a cocyclic object in the sense of Connes[6].

A bi-paracocyclic object in a category A is a double sequence A(p, q) of objects of A and

operators ∂p,q, σp,q, τp,q and ∂̄p,q, σ̄p,q, τ̄p,q such that for all p ≥ 0, q ≥ 0,

Bp(q) = {A(p, q), σi
p,q, ∂i

p,q, τp,q}, Bq(p) = {A(p, q), σ̄i
p,q, ∂̄i

p,q, τ̄p,q}
are paracocyclic objects in A and every horizontal operator commutes with every vertical

operator. We say that a bi-paracocyclic object is cocylindrical, if for all p, q ≥ 0,

τ̄p+1
p,q τ q+1

p,q = idp,q.

If A is a bi-paracocyclic object in a category A, the paracocyclic object related to the

diagonal of A is denoted by ∆A. So the paracocyclic operators on ∆A(n) = A(n, n) are

∂̄i
n,n+1∂

i
n,n, σ̄

i
n,n−1σ

i
n,n and τ̄ in,nτn,n, When A is a cocylindrical object, we conclude that

(τ̄n,nτn,n)
n+1 = idn,n. So ∆A is a cocyclic object.

Throughout this paper, we works over a field k. All algebras and coalgebras are over k.

The undecorated tensor product ⊗ means tensor product over k. Let C be a coalgebra. We

use Sweedler’s notation:

∆(c) = c(1)⊗ c(2), ∆
2(c) = (∆⊗ id)∆(c) = c(1)⊗ c(2)⊗ c(3), · · · , ∆nc = (id⊗∆)◦∆n−1(c),

where summation is omitted.

3 Crossed Coproducts with Cotwisted Maps

Let (A, ∆A, εA) be a coalgebra and (B, ∆B , εB) be a coalgebra. Give a linear map T :

A⊗B → B ⊗A. Then A⊗B has the coproduct:

∆(a⊗ b) = a(1) ⊗ b(1)T ⊗ a(2)T ⊗ b(2),

where bT ⊗ aT = bU ⊗ aU = bV ⊗ aV = bX ⊗ aX = · · · = T (a⊗ b) for all b ∈ B, a ∈ A. We

say that A⊗B is a crossed coproduct which is denoted by A×T B, if A⊗B is a coalgebra

with the counit εA ⊗ εB . In this case, the map T is called a cotwisted map.


